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Welcome to the August issue of the newsletter from East Riding Archives.
This month's issue brings wildlife, weather and carnivals. Find out about our quarter
session records and about one of our 'World War One' lives Maurice Ashby, an officer in
the newly formed RAF. Discover how a stile upset the villagers of Nafferton and how the
harvest used to affect the school year.

The hugely popular Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition – developed and
produced by the Natural History Museum - is back in Beverley.
Beverley Art Gallery is hosting the new 2018 exhibition until Saturday, 8 September,
making it an ideal day out for the summer holidays. During the exhibition’s run, the
Treasure House will also be open on Sundays (10am to 4pm).
Within the Archives you can find wonderful pictures of wildlife before the time of
photography!

Alderman James Elwell insect collection catalogue
This volume was presented to Beverley Public Library in 1906 by Alderman James Elwell.
Mr Elwell created it by using cuttings from a book that was published in Nuremberg,
Germany, during 1790-1795. The catalogue had formerly been the property of Dr Thomas
Sandwith of Beverley. It contains cuttings of hand coloured illustrations of insects and their
scientific classification in Latin and German.
Reference DDX1668/1

Francis Orpen Morris (1810-1893) was
vicar of Nafferton near Driffield in East
Yorkshire, a parish he served for nine
years. In 1854 he moved to the Rectory
of Nunburnholme. It was at Nafferton
that his reputation as a popular writer
on natural history in general and birds
in particular began to grow. He was
closely associated with Benjamin
Fawcett of Driffield, printer. Works
include 'A History of British Birds', 'A
Natural History of the Nests and Eggs
of British Birds', 'A History of British
Butterflies' and 'A History of British
Moths'. These books contain beautifully
detailed illustrations such as this
orange tipped butterfly found in the
History of British Butterflies published
in 1853.
Reference YE/MOR/595/789

It’s Carnival Time!

It’s summer and the lovely hot sunshine that we are currently enjoying marks the
start of carnival time. And what better way to mark it than with a shopping week
competition. This eye-catching Beverley magazine from 1935 is suitably cheery and
was likely to encourage people to take part. Shop owners were encouraged to take
part in a window dressing competition. And look at all the activities that were taking
place; the crowning of the Carnival Queen, a Grand Football Match between the
jockeys and trainers and the Conservative Club and to finish off there was a Grand
Carnival Ball and a special concert. Something for everyone!
Reference: DDX2227

QUARTER SESSIONS RECORDS
Part One
The Archives has a large selection of documents relating to the Quarter Sessions, so
named because the court sessions were held 4 times a year, at Epiphany, Easter,
Midsummer and Michaelmas. They were presided over by Justices of the Peace, and dealt
with law and order, as well as administrative tasks which were later taken over by local
government.
In this and subsequent articles we hope to give a flavour of the wide range of records.
These records are usually referenced with the prefix ‘Q’ on our catalogue which can be
found at www.eastriding.gov.uk/CalmView/

QDE/1 deals with the Land Tax Assessments covering the period 1782, 1787-1832.
It lists the owners and occupiers of the villages and towns in the East Riding. For
Beverley also see DDBC/11/110-116
Reference QDE/1/1/17

QAL deals with pauper lunatics from parishes, unions and private asylums. QAL/1
refers to the pauper lunatics 1826-1841, QAL/2 refers to pauper lunatics from the
poor law unions 1842-1894.
Reference: QAL/2/2/2

QAL/3 refers to private lunatic asylums records including Field House, Anlaby; Moor
Cottage, Brandesburton; Cottage Retreat, Dunnington; Hessle House; Kilham,
Rillington; and Sculcoates
Reference QAL/3/2/92

Maurice Ashby
(1899-1918)
This year we are celebrating a 100 years since the formation of the RAF. Maurice
Ashby, one of the service men being researched by our World War One Lives
volunteers, was one of the original force having joined up on 27 April 1918. This is
his story.

19 year old Maurice Ashby was commissioned into the RAF on 27 April 1918. After
receiving five weeks basic training as an observer he was posted to 42nd Squadron
in northern France on 3 June 1918, going into combat on 6 June. After only having
limited flying time of 12 hours 30 minutes he was killed in a flying accident at
Treizennes, Aire. On the morning of 4 July 1918 his plane took off, nosedived and
crashed; both Maurice and his pilot were killed and the aircraft was destroyed by
fire.
Maurice was born in Sculcoates, on 26 June 1899. His parents were Frederick
James Ashby of Warboys, Huntingdonshire, and Harriet Anne Ashby (nee Grassam)
of Hull. In 1901 they were living at 9 Dewsbury St, Sculcoates, Hull, his father's cycle
making and repair business was at 43 Paragon St, Hull. The family moved to
Beverley, living at 8 Willow Lane; the family business was then at 33 North Bar
Within.
Maurice attended the Spencer Street Council School in Beverley before going to
Beverley Grammar School in September 1911, leaving in July 1914. The Beverley
Guardian of 13 July 1918 noted that he had, "a particular interest in dramatic
entertainment and school functions". He was also been a member of the Beverley
Church Lads Brigade. He went to work at his father's cycle business before joining
the RAF in 1918. He was unmarried.
Maurice is remembered in a Memorial window at Toll Gavel Wesleyan Chapel,
Beverley. He is also remembered on the Hengate War Memorial, the East Riding
Memorial in the Minster, on St Mary's Church Roll of Honour and on the Church Lads
Brigade Roll of Honour in George St, Beverley
Reference: WL/1/16
See more Lives on our Flickr page
https://www.flickr.com/photos/erarchives/albums/72157691541561424

The Archives' Weather Report

With the weather being a hot topic at the moment, here are some examples of what
can be found in the Archives weather wise.

There are several diaries which keep
records of the weather including this
collection from William Evans and
Thomas Dyson of Beverley 1887-1893.
The collection of books contains
handwritten details of daily entries of
rainfall and general weather conditions.
Reference DDX1282/20

Various letters mention the weather
including this one from W Grimston in
Hull to his father 27 August 1800
‘It appears that this town is never free
from annoyance for the hot weather
and whale blubber being over, we have
now dirty streets & the smell of the
sugar houses to sweeten them which I
think is anything worse’
Reference DDGR/43/20/36

Report of the Medical Officer of Health
for the Bridlington Local Board and
Urban Sanitary Authority for the year
1875. This contains a chart of
temperature rainfall and directions of
wind at Scarborough
Reference DDX1066/2/1

Annual Report of the Council of the
Yorkshire Philosophical Society’ 1898
The report gives details of York
Museum meteorological readings for
1897, it reached 88 degrees
Fahrenheit/ 31 Celsius in August and
dipped to 20 degree Fahrenheit/ 6
Celsius in January
Reference Y/506

School's Out
In Victorian times the summer holidays were aligned to the harvest season as these
entries in school log books show
Middleton On The Wolds Church Of England School Entry dated 2 Oct 1876 'School

re-opened to-day after the Harvest Holidays. An additional week - making 6 in all had to be given in consequence of the bad weather which hindered harvest
operations.'
(Reference SL243/1/1)
Beverley St Mary's School Entry dated 17 Sep 1866 'Re-opened school, the harvest
having been wet many boys are absent, still in the field.'
(Reference SL249/2/1)
Gembling Primary School Entry dated 14 Sep 1874, 'Reopened school after Harvest
Holidays, only 5 present so closed for another week, nearly all the children are away
in the fields gleaning'.
(Reference SL254/2/1/1)

The indignities of using a stile…
As the sunny weather continues and people start their summer holidays many will take a
gentle stroll through the glorious East Yorkshire countryside. For those intending to cover
a bit more mileage, walkers can take part in the Walking and Outdoors Festival in
September. But walkers beware! Before embarking on a walk perhaps they should spare a
thought for the walkers in 1925 and consider the dangers that faced them.
In 1925 Driffield Rural District Council were forced to reconsider their recent action in
Nafferton when they replaced a gate with a stile. Writing under the pseudonym ‘A.E.I.O.U.’
a villager saw it as their civic duty to bring this ‘outrageous’ act to the attention of the local
council and the local newspaper. Ladies both young and old and the children of Nafferton,
it was thought needed protection from the ‘indignity’ and ‘disgrace’ of using this ‘stile’ not
only on a Sunday but also ‘next to a churchyard’. It was ‘debarring to aged ladies’ and
risked the life and limb of young children. Another correspondent ‘JRW’ concurred with the
sentiments of ‘A.E.I.O.U’ and hoped the ‘Village Fathers’ would consider the
matter. Unfortunately we do not know if decorum was restored but it certainly brings to light
the important issues concerning the villagers of Nafferton.

And finally
A Rose by any other name ………part 4
An aptronym is described by the Oxford English Dictionary as ‘a person’s name that is
regarded as amusingly appropriate to their occupation.’
Here are a few aptronyms from the Archives:
George Bean, a gardener of Leavening, who appears in a recognizance of 1794
(Reference QSF/344/D/10)
William Leake, a plumber whose letterhead appears in (Reference DDX1282/38/3)
Thomas Waterfall, Borough Surveyor and Water Engineer at Goole Borough, 1958
(Reference BOGO/6/14)
Joseph Kilmore, a military officer whose letter dated 3 Feb 1729 is contained in the
Strickland Family Collection (Reference DDSB/6/3/13 no. 8)
Messrs Bidwell & Sons, auctioneers (Reference DDX2076/1-5)

R Drinkall, aerated water manufacturer of Blackfriargate, who supplied a character
reference in (Reference POL/4/8/2 pp35-36)
Rachel Oxley, butcher whose advertisement appeared in White’s Directory of 1867, page
280
and finally
Nathaniel Shirt, tailor of Beverley, who appeared in a land transaction in 1776 (Reference
PE1/540)
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